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Abstract. Mechanical properties of Laser Power Bed Fusion (LPBF) parts, and particularly fatigue 
properties, are heavily affected by defects including surface roughness or porosity. To mitigate the 
occurrence of these defects, in-situ and on-line corrective measures can be implemented to the 
fabrication process, among them, rescanning, which consists in remelting an already solidified 
layer. Initially porous LPBF samples were created and then rescanned using different scanning 
parameters and strategies. Results show that it is possible to regain part’s health, compared to a 
standardly processed one, in terms of density, hardness and even improved roughness. This 
remelting process is known to refine microstructure of fabricated materials as well as reduce 
surface roughness and porosity without requiring further post-processing steps. Therefore, 
employing rescanning as a corrective technique appears to be a promising approach for rectifying 
detected defects during the fabrication process. The objective of this study is to assess the 
corrective capabilities of different rescanning strategies to restore the microstructure of an initially 
porous 316L LPBF simulating a defected part. This study shows that various rescanning strategies 
allow for densification of initially porous material from 98.83 ± 0.20 % to 99.75 ± 0.09 %, as well 
as lateral surface roughness reduction from Ra 20.2 ± 5.2 µm to Ra 12.7 ± 0.1 µm and 
microhardness increase from 243 ± 5 HV0.5 to 253 ± 3 HV0.5. 
Introduction 
Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) is a metallic additive manufacturing process, that consists in 
selectively melt thin layers of metallic powder on top of each other [1]. This process enables the 
manufacturing of geometrically complex parts, allowing for weight reduction in structures [2]. The 
thermal gradients and cooling rate occurring during fabrication produce a complex and often fine 
microstructure within the materials, leading to enhanced mechanical properties compared to their 
conventionally produced counterparts, particularly a higher yield strength, ultimate tensile strength 
and better ductility [3,4]. However, the mechanical properties, and especially the fatigue life, of 
LPBF parts are heavily affected by the presence of defects. This encompasses surface roughness, 
residual stress and porosity within the material such as lack of fusion, gas induced porosity or 
keyholes [5].  

Hence, there is a need for corrective actions to mitigate defects, which can be in the form of 
post-processing steps. Grinding, polishing, milling or media blasting allow for surface roughness 
reduction [6] but are not applicable for complex geometry. Hot Isostatic Pressing can reduce 
porosity but coarsen the fine LPBF microstructure [7] and does not entirely eliminate fully 
enclosed porosity [8].   

Another approach is in-situ monitoring of the fabrication through real-time vision, spectral, 
acoustic or thermal signal acquisition and treatment to either modify the process parameters on the 
spot with a close-loop control framework [9] or trigger a corrective response such as complete 
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layer removal [10] or rescanning. This latter process consists in remelting an already solidified 
layer using the already existing laser, thus requiring no modification of the machine. Rescanning 
is known to reduce surface roughness [11-13], refine the microstructure features such as grain or 
sub-grain cell size [14,15], increase tensile properties [16,17] and on top, densify the parts 
[11,12,14,18]. Some studies have explored rescanning as a corrective action [18,19], nevertheless, 
the corrective capabilities of various rescanning strategies remain unexplored. 

In this study, rescanning as an in-situ corrective response to defects is tested. Initially porous 
316L samples are produced, simulating defected parts, and different rescanning strategies and 
powers are applied. The main objectives of this study are to identify the rescanning parameters 
best suited to regain the material density and to characterize the effect on the defect population. 
The impact of this corrective rescan on the surface roughness and microhardness of the sample is 
also assessed. 
Materials and Methods 
All the specimens in this study have been fabricated with AISI 316L (LaserForm 316L (B)) 
produced by 3D Systems. This powder has a granulometric distribution D10, D50 and D90 of 9.8, 
20.1 and 38.1µm respectively. All the samples were produced using a 3D Systems ProX DMP 
300B LPBF machine, the standard process parameters for this powder are listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Standard process parameters for 316L on ProX DMP 300. 

P [W] V [mm/s] Lt [µm] H [µm] Ev 
[J/mm3] 

Rotation 
angle [°] 

Scanning 
pattern 

Contour 

215 1800 40 50 59.72 67 Bi-directional n.a. 

 
To assess the corrective capabilities of rescanning, 10×10×10mm3 cubes are fabricated with an 

initial low power scan to favor the apparition of natural defect and then different rescanning powers 
and strategies are applied. The initial scan is at 80% of the standard power, corresponding to 172W 
and the subsequent rescanning powers tested are 80%, 100%, 120% and 150% of the standard 
scanning power, respectively corresponding to 172W, 215W, 258W and 323W. The rescanning 
strategy is either SR: Superimposed Rescanning or PR: Perpendicular Rescanning, respectively 0° 
and 90° between the scan and the rescan, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The nomenclature of the sample 
is detailed in Fig 1b. In addition, 2 samples are added, called 80 and 100, with only an initial scan 
of respectively 80% and 100% of scanning power, 80 being the reference sample with no 
correction rescanning applied and 100 being the standard sample as it is manufactured with 
standard parameters and thus acting as the correction aim of this study.  

 
Figure 1: a) Schematics of the rescanning strategies tested in this study and b) nomenclature of 

the samples. 
All the samples were automatically polished using SiC paper up to 4000 grit. Image analysis 

was employed to determine the density of each sample. The Keyence VHX-5000 optical 
microscope captured assembly images of the entire samples at ×100 magnification. Each assembly 
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measured 13.1×11.6 mm, with a resolution of 2.16 µm/pixel, effectively covering the entirety of 
each sample. Subsequently, the micrographs were segmented using Matlab, allowing for density 
calculation and defect population characterization, such as defect size distribution. For those data 
treatments, only defects with an area above 10 pixels are treated. 

The lateral surface roughness of the samples was assessed using micrographs of the radial 
sections of the samples at ×100 magnifications. The images were binarized and the profiles were 
defined as the sum of the most radially extreme pixels. Allowing to calculate the arithmetic mean 
Ra and the maximum peak to valley Rz of each sample. For each sample, Ra and Rz values were 
calculated over two profiles and of all the samples the shortest profile was 4.9 mm long.  

To assess the impact of rescanning on mechanical properties, microhardness testing was carried 
out using a Zwick Roell DuraScan 70. For each sample, 60 HV0.5 indentations were performed in 
bulk zones of the samples with 0.5 mm spacing over x and y between indents. 
Results and discussions 
The density of the samples for different rescanning powers and strategies is shown in Fig. 2a. The 
density exhibited by reference sample 80 (98.83 ± 0.20 %) is rather low compared to the density 
of the standard sample 100 (99.97 ± 0.01 %). The density evolution with rescanning power is 
nearly the same for both rescanning strategies. An initial density decrease is noted at 80% of 
rescanning power with a subsequent regain in density for 100% with a value of 99.75 ± 0.09 % for 
80_SR100 (SR: Superimposed Rescanning). Above 100% of rescanning laser power, only a slight 
increase is noted for 80_SR150 with a density of 99.86 ± 0.02 %. 

 
Figure 2: a) Density of samples versus rescanning power for different rescanning strategies, b) 

micrograph of 80_SR150. 
For rescanning powers of 120% and 150%, the edge part of the samples seems denser than the 

bulk part, as shown in Fig. 2b. This might be explained by the high thermal energy input of above 
100% of rescanning power and a reduced thermal conductivity in edge zones compared to bulk 
zones due to the presence of powder. 

When it comes to defect size, the distributions of the maximum Feret diameter of the porosities 
of the reference sample 80, 80_SR100 and the sample fabricated with standard process parameters 
100 are shown in Fig 3, which also shows the total number of defects detected and the maximum 
Feret diameter of the biggest defect of each sample. Superimposed rescanning with 100% of 
rescanning power allowed for a decrease in the size of the biggest defect from 350 µm down to 
229 µm. This defect size, although reduced, is still significantly bigger than the biggest defect of 
the standard sample 100, which exposes a biggest defect of 48 µm.  
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Figure 3: Maximum Feret diameter distribution, number of defects and maximum Feret diameter 

of the biggest defect of the defect population of a) 80, b) 80_SR100 and c) 100. 
Rescanning seems to also significantly decrease the number of defects. For the sample 

80_SR100, the number of defects is 3.8 times lower than the reference sample 80. The number of 
defects present in 80_SR100 remains however 2.3 times higher than the standard sample 100. It 
can also be noted that the shape of the distribution of defect size is modified between 80 and 
80_SR100. Particularly, the right side of the 80_SR100 distribution is lowered, revealing a greater 
impact of rescanning on the biggest defects of the whole population.  

Regarding the surface roughness, the evolution of the lateral values of this parameter, Ra and 
Rz are shown in respectively Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, for various rescanning powers and strategies. 
The reference sample 80 reveals higher lateral surface roughness values of Ra 20.2 ± 5.2 µm and 
Rz 190 ± 56 µm than the standard sample 100 with values of Ra and Rz of respectively 16.3 ± 1.7 
µm and 161 ± 39 µm. With both rescanning strategies at 80% of rescanning power, the surface 
roughness is even higher. For all samples rescanned with 100% of rescanning power or above, 
except for the sample 80_SR120, Ra and Rz values are reduced compared to the reference sample 
80, with a minimum reached at Ra 12.7 ± 0.1 µm and Rz 108 ± 6 µm for 80_PR120 (PR: 
Perpendicular Rescanning). It is worth mentioning that 80_SR150, 80_PR120 and 80_PR150 
expose lateral roughness values even below the standard sample 100 ranges, meaning that 
rescanning might also be used to improve lateral surface roughness. 
 

 
Figure 4: Lateral surface roughness a) Ra and b) Rz of samples versus rescanning power for 

different rescanning strategies. 
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Finally, to assess the regain in mechanical properties along with densification, the samples are 
submitted to HV0.5 microhardness testing. The reference sample 80 exhibits a microhardness of 
243 ± 5 HV0.5, lower than for the standard sample 100 with a value of 254 ± 2 HV0.5. Both 
rescanning strategies show a microhardness maximum for 100% of rescanning power with value 
for 80_SR100 and 80_PR100 respectively being 253 ± 3 HV0.5 and 252 ± 1 HV0.5. Those values 
are fairly equivalent to the one of the reference 100 sample. All other rescanned samples exhibit 
microhardness lower than the reference.  

 
Figure 5: HV0.5 microhardness versus rescanning power for different rescanning strategies. 
Considering all the characterization performed in this study, it seems that laser power during 

rescanning must be equivalent to the one of the first laser scan to recover as much as possible the 
material properties of defected layers in LPBF process. 
Conclusions 
Results show that rescanning as a defect correction measure is promising. The main findings of 
the study are as follows: 
 

- Most of the density, surface roughness and microhardness are restored with superimposed 
rescanning at 100% of scanning power compared to the standard material. Particularly, 
between samples 80 and 80_SR100, the density is increased from 98.83 ± 0.20 % to 99.75 
± 0.09 % as well as the microhardness from 243 ± 5 HV0.5 to 253 ± 3 HV0.5 and the surface 
roughness is reduced from of Ra 20.2 ± 5.2 µm and Rz 190 ± 56 µm to Ra 18.8 ± 2.6 µm 
and Rz 153 ± 31 µm. 

- Superimposed rescanning at 150% leads to even better density of 99.86 ± 0.02 % compared 
to superimposed rescanning at 100% as well as reduction in lateral surface roughness 
compared to the standard material. Indeed, 80_SR150 exposes lateral roughness of Ra 13.2 
± 1.9 µm and Rz 116 ± 2 µm, lower than the standard material 100 with Ra 16.3 ± 1.7 µm 
and 161 ± 39 µm. However, the microhardness is no fully restored. 

- Superimposed or perpendicular rescanning strategies show similar results, with 
superimposed strategy being slightly better to restore materials properties. 
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